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Lever A B P. The electronic spectra of tetragonal metal complexes: analysis and
significance. Coon!. Chein. Rev. 3:119-40, 1968.
[Department of Chemisny. York University, Downsview, Ontario, Canada)
This article presents the matrices for solving
5 the high- appeared to offer a facile procedure for ohspin electronic spectra of tetragonal d complexes
taming such information.
within the crystal field, in the McClure Model, and
I was also interested in preparing tetragonal
in the Orbital Angular Overlap Model. It also dem- complexes and obtaining high-quality spectroonstrates that a zero-order analysis omitting config- scopic data, where possible at cryogenic
urational interaction is generally grossly inadequate.
temperatures. I used a more detailed and,
[The SCI~indicates that this paper has been cited in
necessarily, more complex analysis, which
over 245 publications.)
included configurational interaction. This
involved (for example) for Fand P terms, the
solution of 3x3 secular determinants. Today,
such a calculation would be deemed trivial,
but 20 yearsago, many chemistsshowed some
reticence in getting so mathematically inA.B.P. Lever
volved.
Department of Chemistry
It was evident through comparison of the
York University
resulting crystal field parameters that use of
North York, Ontario M3j 1P3
Canada
the zero-order analysis was grossly inadequate
and that, despite the added complexity, a full
treatment with configurational interaction was
not just desirable but essential.
In 19671 was honoured to present a plenary
October 7, 1986
lectureto the International Symposium on the
Synthetic and Stereochemical Aspects of the
Chemistry of Coordination Compounds held
In the early 1960s, inorganic coordination at Nara, Japan, following the Xth International
chemistry was growing rapidly, while, at the Conference on Coordination Chemistry. This
same time, scanning UV/VIS (ultraviolet/visi- provided an opportunity to write what was one
ble) spectrometers (as distinct from manual of the first review articles to deal with the
point-by-point spectrographs) were becoming electronic spectra of low symmetry, especialmore widely available. Inorganic chemists ly tetragonal, complexes.
were reporting (crystal field) Dq and (Racah) - I considerEdthe ~pectraarising from tetragB values for a myriad of octahedral (x=y=z) onal complexes of all the d~configurations,
and pseudo-octahedral coordination com- reviewing all the available high-quality data.
These were analysed with inclusion of configplexes.
However, many tetragonal (x=ys”z) com- urational interaction and the results compared,
plexes were also bein prepared, and obvious- for specific cases, with the zero-order analysis.
ly there was interest in reporting and analys- It was evident in this presentation that a zeroing their spectra. In this lower symmetry, order analysis was inappropriate.
The review article provided the relevant
additional splitting ofthe absorption peaks was
observed. Some workers averaged these data equations for dealing with tetragonal d’
and treated the species as octahedraL Many species in the crystal field, in the older
others used a very simple zero-order treatment McClure LCAO model approach,’ and in the
that was easy to calculate but neglected con- then newly
2 introduced (by Schäffer and
figurational interaction between states of the JØrgensen ) Orbital Angular Overlap Model.
Providing this body of information in one
same symmetry. In this way, one readily
obtained values for the equatorial and axial place evidently proved of considerable value
crystal field strengths (Dq~and Dq~,respec- to those who studied the spectra of tetragonal
tively). By deriving such field strengths along complexes. It is gratifying that this review
different axes, it was hoped to understand how
article has played such an important role in
the bonding differed along different directions developing the use of electronic
3~5spectroscoin these species. Electronic spectroscopy py in coordination chemistry.
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